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Q1． What are the initiatives to achieve bottom-line profit contribution target? 

A1.  We are committed to accelerate the growth by capitalizing on the economic growth in 

each country in order to achieve the ambitious targets outlined in the Medium-Term 

Management Plan. In Indonesia, BTPN Group will grow its retail business by 

consolidating OTO/SOF. In India, SMICC, which became a 100% subsidiary of 

SMFG, will expand assets and increase profits while ensuring credit quality. Profit 

contribution of Vietnam and the Philippines will begin from FY3/25 for full-year basis. 

We will work to rebuild FE Credit, a consumer finance company, and further 

strengthen funding support, thereby facilitating an early recovery in its business 

performance and developing it as a future growth driver. 

 

Q2． How is the progress of synergies in terms of support as the parent company / 

shareholder and business collaboration among investees? 

A2.  As the parent company / shareholder, we promote collaboration in areas such as 

commercial flows linked to SMBC corporate clients, employee marketing, and sales 

financing in addition to funding support, such as investment and loans to investees 

and diversification of funding using SMBC Group's creditworthiness. We will also 

further strengthen business collaboration among our investees going forward. 

Working team has started sharing the know-how of “Jenius”, digital banking service 

that BTPN has created ahead of other companies, and various knowledge and best 

practices among its investees. We will support these efforts as well. 

 

Q3． What is the direction of India's strategy going forward? 

A3． SMICC has been capturing strong loan demand for funds spurred by strong economic 

growth in India. We will grow the entire portfolio in a well-balanced manner while 

considering capital increases in accordance with future asset growth. To develop a 

franchise that can provide a full line of financial services, which is the concept of our 

Multi Franchise Strategy, we will continue to accelerate the expansion of our business 

in India. 

 

Q4． What is the current situation and challenges in Vietnam? 

A4： The challenge is to quickly rebuild FE Credit, which has been struggling due to the 

slow recovery of consumption among its main customer segments. We will support 

strengthening funding capabilities as well as group collaboration with VPBank and 

strategic marketing. VPBank is working on to increase liquid deposits, which are the 

source of competitiveness. To reduce funding costs and acquire new customers, we 

will support by utilizing SMBC's relationships to capture corporate transactions and 

local commercial flows linked to them. 



 
 

This material contains "forward-looking statements" based on the opinions, judgments and present forecasts of the 

management of the Group and Group companies regarding the financial condition and Operating and financial review of the 

Group. In many cases, these statements include, but are not limited to, words such as "anticipate," "anticipate," "expect," 

"intend," "plan," "may" and similar terms. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks and 

uncertainties, and actual results may differ from those expressed in the forward-looking statements contained or deemed to be 

included in this document. Risks and uncertainties that could affect actual results include, but are not limited to, the following: 

Risks related to worsening domestic and overseas Economic and Financial Environment, risks related to stockholdings, 

increases in the balance of non-performing loans and Credit cost, risks that our business strategies will not be successful, risks 

that our joint ventures, alliances, investments, acquisitions or management integration will not be successful, and risks that our 

overseas business expansion will not be successful. In light of these risks and uncertainties, you should not place undue 

reliance on "forward-looking statements" as of the date of this document. We undertake no obligation to update or revise any 

"forward-looking statements." Please refer to the latest disclosure materials published by the Group, including the Securities 

Report, the U.S. Form 20-F and other discloses submitted to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as the 

latest disclosure materials published by the Group, regarding matters that may have a significant impact on the Group's financial 

position and Operating and financial review as well as investor decisions. 

 


